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On a Personal Note...

By Charles E. Gaudet II

After a long and anxious 9 months 
in the waiting… Heather and I are 
proud to formally announce (drum 
roll please)… Sabrina!!

She was born on Saturday, April 6 
at 4:59pm, weighing in at 9 lbs., 9 
oz., and measuring 22 inches long!

And it didn’t take long before 
Branson and Sage became 
completely enthralled with their 
new baby sister!

Heather’s doing well, but as you 
might expect, I’ve had to wear 
many hats… Dad, Mr. Mom, wife, 
husband, provider and friend… 
thankfully we’ve also had help.

Nonetheless, business continued as 
usual as life continued to deliver its 
blessings.

Also in April, the Crossfit Open 
Games came to a conclusion.

Torn up, bloody hands, sweat, and 
grueling workouts provided for one 
of the most anticipated events of the year!

Over 100,000 Crossfit athletes from 
around the world joined forces every week 
for 5 weeks to complete in 5 different 
workouts. Team morale was at an all-time 
high, and the athletic community was 
buzzing about these “crazy” Crossfitters 
doing “insane” workouts.

Continued on page 2

Quotes
“Learning is not compulsory. 
Survival is not compulsory.” - 
W. Edwards Deming

“The things you do for yourself 
are done when you are gone, 
but the things you do for 
others remain as your legacy.” - 
Ndukwe Dike Kalu

“Success is getting what you 
want; happiness is wanting 
what you get.” - Dave Gardner 

THANK YOU FOR 
SPREADING THE WORD!

“I’m grateful for our Insiders’ 
community and humbled by those 
of you who’ve taken the time to refer 
your friends, family and colleagues 
to the club. A warm and sincere 
thank you to each one of you!”

With Gratitude,
Charlie

Apr il 2013

Competitions like these not only increase 
awareness – they also are a significant 
part of what we call “ascension ladders.”

An “ascension ladder” gives people 
additional options for doing business with 
you… from the less expensive to the very 
expensive… with the most expensive also 
being the most attractive, the “dream” 
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solution most 
people would 
love to take 
advantage of 
- if they had 
the monetary 
resources to 
do so.

With peak 
performance 
coach Tony 
Robbins, you 
could see his 
ascension 
ladder started 
in at his free 
videos -> books -> at-home products -> “Unleash 
the Power Within” seminar -> Mastery University -> 
Platinum Partnership -> One-on-One with Tony.

The one-on-one with Tony costs “only” $1,000,000 a 
year plus a small percentage in the upside profits (and 
he only accepts a handful of people at a time).

In Crossfit’s case, the ladder is a little different – it 
comes in the form of fitness. The top of the ascension 
ladder is qualifying for the big “Crossfit Games,” to 
compete for the title of “Fittest Human on Earth.”

Ascension ladders are a fantastic way of building 
customer loyalty and retention, and they come in 
many forms. Above I shared Tony and Crossfit’s 
examples… but there are endless ways of doing this…

Here’s another example: a restaurant I visited in 
Celebration, Florida had name plaques, photos, and 
other ways of recognizing patrons. The restaurant 
tracks how much money you spend with them. Once 
you spend a certain dollar amount with them, you can 
bypass the general “waitlist” and get automatic priority 
seating. And, depending on how much you spend, 
you can get a photo, plaque, and even a bench named 
after you… each comes with its own additional set of 
benefits for spending more money with them.

Absolutely brilliant!

Thank you for reading and enjoy this month’s 
newsletter! 

6 New Trends for Rapid Business Growth

By Charles E. Gaudet II

“In 2013, the entire world – from emerging to 
mature economies – will continue to create new 

products, services, and experiences on a daily, if not 
hourly basis in every B2C industry. All of which 

will move ‘new’ from being a tired marketing ploy 
by ‘old’ brands (‘new and improved!’), to a genuine, 

exciting proposition for consumers.”  
[Source: TrendWatching.com]

In addition to the droves of magazines, newsletters, 
blogs, and experts that I follow to spot opportunities 
as they manifest themselves within our competitive 
landscape – I’m also a subscriber to “Trend 
Watching” (a premium service that monitors 
consumer trends, insights, and innovations).

And inside of their 2013 report, they highlight six 
consumer trends that, as you look around, you’ll see 
beginning to take shape.

So let’s go through each one:

Status Seeking

Tony Robbins says that “Significance” is one of the 
main fundamental 
and emotional 
needs that make 
up a human being 
– some of us have 
a bigger drive for 
significance than 
others.

But no matter 
which way you 
slice it, you want 
to feel significant 
inside of certain 
situations (work, 
play, relationships, 
etc.)

This drive for significance, or status, is also a key 
factor that drives consumption.
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Why else do you think someone would spend a few 
thousand bucks on a luxury pocketbook?

…for the same reason I happily pay for the upgrade 
to pass everybody in line at the airport and get on 
the plane before everyone else.

Sure, convenience – but yes, it feels good to feel 
important.

And you don’t have to drive the nicest car or pay 
for the most expensive business suit to get “status” – 
sometimes it’s just a matter of being different.

When you buy an Apple Computer, you are buying 
into a community – and are now an “Apple User” (or, 
as my PC friends call me, an Apple cult member).

There’s also a certain status associated with the gym. 
I’m a “Crossfitter,” and hence, I belong to a group 
forging elite fitness (yup, I drank the Kool-Aid there 
too!).

People want to be a part of something bigger then 
themselves; they want to feel significant, and if you 
can meet this need – they’ll happily pay you for it.

(Under “On a Personal Note” on page 1 – certain 
ascension ladders also give people the opportunity to take 
advantage of “status seeking” consumers)

Abundance Mindset

This isn’t to be confused by the “abundance mindset” 
introduced by Rhonda Byrne in her movie, “The 
Secret” – this abundance mindset has more to do 
with the infinite abundance of choices, alternatives, 
and options available to each person to solve the 
same problem.

Think about it for a second: back in the day, you used 
to just flip open the Yellow Pages and find yourself a 
lawyer if you needed one.

But now you have do-it-yourself software options, 
virtual attorneys, discount paralegals, not to mention 
the wide variety of specialists (both large and small).

So now it takes a bit more effort to stand out from 
the pack and make yourself the obvious choice.

How do you do this? For starters, master the Dating 

Phase by educating your prospects to help them 
make the best choice.

Strategies include: white papers, catalogs, samples, 
free trials, beta tests, needs assessments, diagnostics, 
free consultations, free demonstrations, webinars, 
teleseminars, consumer awareness guides, special 
reports, information kits, free audits, initial planning 
sessions, free seminars, ezines, CDs/DVDs, etc.

Positioning yourself as the trusted advisor and clearly 
delineating your Unique Advantage Point is critical 
here.

“Good” Business

There’s a change in tide from big faceless companies 
to more personal, “good” businesses who not only 
strive to deliver an outstanding product – they 
also seek to make a positive difference in their 
communities (and beyond).

Take a look at our friends at JetBlue, for example.  

April is “Autism Awareness Month,” so JetBlue is 
using this opportunity to pave the roads for parents 
of children with disabilities to have a better flying 
experience through their “Wings for Autism” 
program (see the blog post “Entrepreneurs Take 
Notice: JetBlue Does It Again!”).

These folks have made extra effort to become 
“heroes” in their community. Whether they are 
responding by rush delivering a letter to a Sandy 
Hook family in need, or raising money for the 
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Hurricane Sandy victims – their strategy is that they 
want to help their customers live a better, happier life 
even when they are not traveling.  

And because of that – it just feels good to do business 
with JetBlue.

I also spoke with one of the founders of Panda (Luke 
Lagera) for my up-and-coming book on Predictable 
Profits (soon to be released). This bamboo sunglass 
company has earned a following of customers that 
feel good doing business with them because every 
pair of sunglasses you buy from Panda pays for an 
eye or medical exam to a person in need (plus they 
will donate a pair of glasses).

As Lagera said: 
“It’s not a shareholder mentality,                              

it’s a stakeholder mentality.”

His customers have a stake in the company’s 
success, and they’ve continued to help Panda grow 
by spreading their stories across the media and 
capturing the attention of Nordstrom (who happily 
carries their brand).

Being a “Good” Business helped Panda reach the 
shelves of Nordstrom in less than a year from 
conception.

Pretty cool if you ask me…

Quality Expectation

If Tony Hsieh came knocking on 
my door and said to me: 

“Hey Charlie, I’ve got this crazy idea 
– how about I start an online shoe 
company. I’ll sell the shoes for roughly 
the same price as everyone else, but 
I’ll give them free shipping, free 
return shipping, and a 1-year return 
period” – chances are, I would have 
tossed him on the street, totally 
convinced that he’d lost his mind.

And if he listened to me, Zappos 
wouldn’t be the billion-dollar 
powerhouse they are today (funny how frequently I 
get these little lessons in humility – ha!)

But Zappos is proof positive that people will pay for 
“WOW!” service.

You see, we expect a quality product, and we have 
very high expectations that we’ll get extraordinary 
service – why? Because as consumers, we’re in 
control.

We’re well informed of our options and we know we 
can easily take our business elsewhere - so once we 
decide to do business with you, we expect you’ll do 
whatever it takes to make us happy.

(If you haven’t done so yet, read the blog post I 
wrote titled: “What We Can Learn About Excellent 
Marketing from Tumi”) 

Experience Prioritization

This is similar to the “Status Seeking” mentioned 
earlier, but rather than a focus on “status” – it’s a 
focus on doing rather than owning.

Consumers want excitement. 

They want to break out of the monotony of their 
lives and not just buy something from you – but be a 
part of an experience.

Here’s an example taken from Kennedy’s All-
American Barber Club website:

If you open one of these clubs here in Portsmouth, 
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NH – you can count on me for becoming one of 
your loyal customers!

Jordan’s Furniture did the same thing by taking 
the commoditized shopping experience of buying 
furniture and turning it into a family fun event. I’ve 
taken the family to Jordan’s Furniture to watch an 
IMAX movie, view the water fireworks, take trapeze 
lessons, and watched a Mardi Gras production (heck, 
I left there with more beads around my neck than I 
think I would have ever received at the real Mardi 
Gras!)

“Experience” isn’t just reserved for physical locations 
or ecommerce businesses either – pick up the 
phone and call Zappos, you’ll get a great shopping 
experience with them. 

Techlust and Online SuperPowers

A short while ago, I spoke with the owner of a small 
shoe store. In conversation, she told me that she was 
frustrated because her salespeople spend time finding 
and fitting her customer for the right shoe, and 
rather than the customer 
buying the shoe from 
her – they scanned 
the bar code into their 
phone and said: “Thank 
you, I’m going to buy it 
online because I can get it 
there for $10 cheaper.”

Love it or hate it, we 
live in a world where 
information is available 
instantly with just a click 
of our mobile phones.

Customers are more 
informed than ever 
about what they should 
be paying, how well 
the product is received 
in the marketplace, 
and the reputation of 
the company selling 
the product. Total 
transparency.

Customers are in control.

And with control, they want to know they are 
making the smartest decision for themselves, getting 
the best value for their money, and they want to feel 
good about working with you.

Now, more than ever, you need to give people 
a reason to do business with you that’s much 

BIGGER than just price alone.

In fact, Tom Trush emphasizes the importance of 
positioning and trust in his article on page 6: Have 
You Fallen Victim to the Differentiation Myth?

Sure, I know I can buy clothes for a LOT cheaper 
than the clothes I buy at Nordstrom, but I continue 
to shop at the store because the experience of 
shopping with a Nordstrom Personal Stylist makes 
me feel confident that I’m buying the clothes that 
looks best for me – and, because I’m a “get-in, get-
out” shopper – they make the buying process easy, 
fun, and enjoyable.

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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Have You Fallen Victim to 
the Differentiation Myth?

By Predictable Profits Insiders’ Club 
Member, Tom Trush

Sometimes advice gets shared so often, people 
assume it’s fact without giving a second thought.

Let me explain...

I was just hired by a mortgage banker to improve 
an underperforming radio ad campaign. During 
my initial conversation with the client, I asked for 
recordings of all the current ads.

So he sent a request to the radio station. Within a 
couple hours, I had the ads and an email with advice 
for my client from the station’s ad rep. 

Here’s a portion of that email:

For copy points, I’d really like to see commercials 
that are much more personalized for your 
company and your business – why should I shop 
with your company, and why should I work 
with (client’s name removed)? What separates 
you from the competition?  

This wording may sound familiar. After all, “what 
separates you from the competition” and “why should 
I shop with your company” are common phrases 
preached by marketing professionals for decades.

They’re also part of a dangerous myth that far too 
many business owners and entrepreneurs fall victim 
to.

You see, differentiation is not the reason prospects 
decide to do business with you.

Now, I know I’ll get flack for making this claim. But 
before you shoot down my notion (because it doesn’t 
match the marketing norm), hear me out...

Yes, differentiation is important. In fact, I often stress 
the need to “dare to be different.” But relying on 
differentiation as the solution that gets prospects to 
take action on your offer is foolish.

Think back to the last time someone asked what 
made you different. In my client’s case, one 
differentiating factor is experience. Few mortgage 
bankers in his area have as much time in the 
mortgage game as him.

In fact, he heavily promoted this detail in previous 
radio ads. However, the claim did little to set him 
apart from anyone in his industry. After all, how 
often do people stress experience in their marketing? 

All the time, right?

Instead of differences, I recommend you concentrate 
on establishing trust in your marketing. Trust is 
critical when attracting prospects and turning them 
into clients. Without trust, you have zero chance at 
generating a sale.

So let’s dig into the three primary reasons we trust 
people...

1. Previous Behavior: Past behavior is usually 
a strong predictor of future actions.

2. Capability: We trust people based on what 
we believe they can do. For example, I trust 
my mechanic to fix my car because I’m 

Don’t Forget to Log Into Your Exclusive 
Members’ Area for  More Tips & Resources!

http://members.predictableprofits.com
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aware of his past training/experience.

3. Alignment: If we share a common goal, 
then I trust we’ll work together to get there.

Of these three reasons, alignment is the most 
important (yet most ignored) when marketing. 
Today, more than ever, you must prove you’re not just 
someone pushing products and services.

Unfortunately, in most marketing situations, the 
alignment between buyers and sellers is as different 
as oil and water. As a business owner/entrepreneur, 
your goal is to make sales, whereas a prospect simply 
wants to solve a problem.   

Prospects could care less about your sales.

So, to create an alignment, you must match your 
marketing to your prospects’ problems.

Here’s one example of how I tackled this task using 
a 60-second radio spot (name/contact info changed 
for privacy):

Attention Arizona Residents Who Went 
Through a Short Sale or Foreclosure:

If you want to buy a home again, you’re likely 
confused about your requirements for getting 
another mortgage. After all, with so much 
misinformation floating around, how do you 
know what to believe?

Steve Smith’s latest special report, The New 
Mortgage and Refinance Rules for Arizona 
Homeowners, explains what you need to know 
to protect your finances and get a money-saving 
mortgage after a short sale or foreclosure.  

Get your free guide today at www.
xyzmortgage.com or call 602-555-5555.

You’ll discover...

•	 The real truth about when you can buy again

•	 How to make yourself more appealing to lenders

•	 What credit changes you must make now to 
prove you can manage your money

•	 And much more

Get The New Mortgage and Refinance Rules 
for Arizona Homeowners today at www.
xyzmortgage.com or call 602-555-5555. Again, 
that’s xyzmortgage.com or call 602-555-5555. 
Get your free report now.

Notice how the message is 100% focused on 
delivering information that helps prospects solve 
problems. You don’t see a pitch mentioning 
experience, years in business, academic degrees, or 
even a company name. 

Instead, the entire message revolves around 
prospects’ needs. The added benefit is that the ad 
positions my client as an industry authority – not 
just another banker begging for business. 

The offer also allows prospects to gather information 
without human interaction. That way we eliminate 
prospects’ fear of getting pitched.

So if you were in the target market (i.e. someone 
who went through a short sale or foreclosure and 
now wants to buy a home), would this ad pique 
your interest? We’ll find out before long – it hits the 
airwaves soon. 

I’ll let you know what happens.

Tom Trush is a Phoenix-based direct-response 
copywriter who helps business owners craft lead-
capturing marketing materials. His newest book, 
The “ You” Effect: How to Transform Ego-Based 
Marketing Into Captivating Messages That Create 
Customers, is now available on Amazon.com, and 
from other major book retailers. Tom is also the 
author of The Reluctant Writer’s Guide to Creating 
Powerful Marketing Materials: 61 Easy Ideas to 
Attract Attention and Get More Customers. More 
information about Tom can be found on his website 
at http://www.writewaysolutions.com.
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How to Get More Money from 
Existing Customers

By Charles E. Gaudet II

I was talking with a friend of mine who works in the 
marketing department of a Fortune 1,000 company. 
In conversation, I told him how funny it was that so 
many seemingly “intelligent” companies leave so much 
money on the table.

My point was that these companies spend so much 
of their time and money acquiring new customers, 
they completely ignore their existing customers – 
resulting in higher customer attrition.

Look, if you’ve already spent the money on customer 
acquisition to earn their business the first time, the 
second time they do business with you – the profit 
margin is exponentially higher!

And to top it off, research has shown that return and 
repeat purchasers generate higher average order values 
and conversion rates than shoppers with no previous 
purchase history.

Face it, you have a competitor jockeying for your 
customers every second of every day. They are trying 
to out-think and out-market you to try to win over 
their hearts and their business.

So why do companies ignore their current customer 
base?

The most frequent response I hear from entrepreneurs 
is:

- “Because I don’t want to bother my customers; 
when they are ready to buy, they’ll come in.” 
[FACT: At least a 1/3 of your customers will 
forget about you; the other 1/3 will eventually 
be swept away by another competitor]

- “My product sells itself! I know they’ll come back 
to me!” 
[FACT: There’s not a company in the world 
that thought they were “king” and didn’t 
eventually get taken down by a competitor, 
new technology, or alternative solution. Don’t 
kid yourself.]

- “I never thought of it before. I thought all I had 
to do was make them a customer, not resell them 
on coming back…” 
[FACT:  You’re not alone. in fact, you’re in the 
majority here… but what will you do about 
it?]

I offer a very detailed, done-for-you strategy for 
capturing your disengaged customers as part of my 
“Customer Re-Engagement Strategy” course (if you’re 
interested, email my rock star assistant, Mike – at 

mike@predictableprofits.com - and he’ll give you 
all the details and your Insiders’-only discount).

The premise of earning more customer loyalty 
comes down to communication.

Just as would happen in a marriage – when 
communication breaks down, so does the relationship.

You could send out an email, paper-and-ink 
newsletter, postcard, phone call, fax, etc. - 
anything to keep you on the front of their mind.

BUT (and here’s the caveat):
Your communication must be seen  

as valuable to your prospects!

In other words, don’t waste your time sending them 
self-serving sales pitches.

Instead, send them tips, special discounts, new product 
announcements, industry news, etc. Make it relevant 
and timely.

And wherever possible - if you’d like to increase your 
response - make it personal.

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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6 Tips for More Effective 
Testimonials

By Charles E. Gaudet II

Let’s face it: getting an endorsement or success 
story straight “from the source” is going to deliver a 
stronger message than any sales copy or marketing 
language.

In Seth Godin’s book, Linchpin, he reminds us:

- People don’t believe what you tell them
- They rarely believe what you show them
- They often believe what their friends tell 

them
- They always believe what they tell 

themselves
  
Testimonials increase believability.

They also achieve a couple of important things: 
 
First, they put names and faces to the positive effects 
of your product or service – they show prospective 
customers that you provide real results to real people.

And testimonials also allow you to boast a little, 
since your most satisfied customers will probably 
offer you praise that you can’t quite say about 
yourself (without just sounding like hype).

A satisfied customer can tout you as their hero, the 
best in the business, the only smart choice in the 
industry… 
 
And to make the most out of your testimonials, 
it’s helpful to provide your customers with some 
guidance.

Here are a few things you should be asking for:

1.	 Top Three Strengths
 
Ask your clients or customers to identify the three 
qualities of your product or service that they think 
shine the brightest. By asking for only three, you can 
keep the testimonial constrained to the three factors 
that really “wowed” them. 

This will ultimately highlight your core strengths 
(as your customers see them), and depending on 
the responses, establish your company as a leader 
in customer service, industry expertise, follow-up 
support, etc.

2.	 Overall Project Goals
 
To get the whole picture of how your product/service 
helped a customer fulfill a need, ask for an outline of 
overall project goals.  
 
If a customer describes the problem they were facing 
(that was solved by your product), testimonial readers 
may identify with that same problem.

Because testimonials humanize the experience of 
doing business with you, presenting the problems 
you’ve helped solve (and the needs you’ve helped 
fulfill) is one of the best ways to resonate with your 
prospects… 
 
And it’s even more powerful when it comes directly 
from the customer.

3.	 End Results
 
Just as you want to be able to show the problems you 
helped to solve, you’ll also want to show how those 
solutions came about. Ask customers to include 
a description of the final outcome of using your 
product or service.

This should show that the client’s objectives were 
met, and include some details of how your product 
or service brought them from point A to point B.

The more specific, the better.

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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4.	 Reasons for Choosing Your 
Company Over the Competition

 
Ask why they chose your business in the first place! 

This will be both insightful for you, and go a long 
way with prospects reading your testimonials.

Whether it’s a particular offer, recommendations 
from friends, or your sparkling reputation, seeing 
these reasons in the words of your customers will 
reinforce these same decisions in your prospects. 

5.	 Overall Impressions
 
Great testimonials are generally a combination of 
specific things a company did right, and a glowing 
opinion of the company as a whole. 

Ask for an overall impression in addition to specifics. 
This will be the icing on the cake - the tagline that 
shows just how satisfied your customers truly are! 

       6.    Name Drops

Ask your customers to include the specific names 
of the products they used, or even the names your 
employees that offered them top-notch service.  
 
Including these kinds of “name drops” will not only 
create more connection between the testimonials and 
your business, but also hone the personal feel of each 
testimonial.

Positive testimonials are fantastic in any form, but 
when you offer a little guidance when reaching out 
to past customers, you can collect opinions that 
speak volumes about your business in real terms your 
prospects can identify with.  
 
Ask the right questions, and let your most satisfied 
customers talk you up! 

Ask Charlie!

Insiders’ Club Members are encouraged to click on the 
“Ask Charlie!” button inside of their Members’ Area to hit 
him with your biggest challenges, frustrations, or business 

building questions… and, who knows, your question 
might be answered right here in the very next newsletter!

QUESTION: “Charlie, I noticed several times in 
your newsletter you used the word ‘heck,’ and I find it 
interesting. I’m assuming you know it’s sometimes used as 
a less offensive alternative for the word ‘hell.’ I’m always 
trying not to offend people, and I was wondering if you 
were afraid of offending anyone?” – Linda M, Idaho

ANSWER:

Hi Linda! 

“Heck,” I’d love to answer 
that question ;-)

Let me tell you a little 
story…

One of my Crossfit 
buddies, Nate, offered an 
open invitation for our 
gym friends to join us in 
competing at the Tough 
Mudder event in June, 
and in doing so, he’s renting a bus for 30 people and 
planning a big party for the team.

With each communication Nate sends to the group, 
he uses crude humor that, while I find it hysterically 
funny, will surely offend a portion of the people who 
receive it.

In fact, last Thursday, one of the guys in the gym said: 
“Nate, I read your email twice and laughed just as hard 
the second time I read it; however, I can’t help but wonder 
how many people were offended or put off by your sense of 
humor…”

Nate’s response was utter brilliance. He said: “The bus 
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only holds 30 people, and honestly, I purposely wrote those 
emails to only attract those people that I feel we’re going to 
have the most fun with. If they take their life too seriously, 
I don’t want them to come.”

In other words, he’s allowing people to self-select 
themselves.

Last year, I met the country singer, John Rich. He 
said: 

“Do something striking enough that makes people love you 
or hate you. You don’t want them in the middle. Those that 
like you will like you to death. It’s okay when some people 
don’t love what you do. As a matter of fact, if everybody 

loves you, you’re not rocking hard enough!”

I can tell you, I met a LOT of people who were 
offended by Tony Robbins’ swearing on stage, Mitt 
Romney’s “47% comment,” and I even just read about 
thousands of people in uproar over the new Pope’s 
decision to wash women’s feet!

Face it, you’re going to offend people – so there’s no 
sense in walking on glass – just be yourself.

So back to your question about my choice of words…

In the grand scheme of my normal, everyday choice 
of words, “heck” is nothing – and if someone in my 
newsletter gets offended because I use the word “heck” 
– it’s likely we’re not a good fit because, truthfully, 
if they get offended that easily, there’s a (very) good 
chance I’m going to say something on a conference 
call or in a future live seminar that’s really going to 
piss them off.

…and the more you know me, the more you realize 
my “call it like it is” mentality could really get a rise 
out of some people!

You see, when you communicate with your customers 
and prospects, many “gurus” will tell you to 
communicate with your target customers – and while 
that’s great and all, it doesn’t mean they are going to 
be a good fit for you.

Let me ask you: 

Have you ever had that client that calls you up and 
the moment you see their phone number on caller ID, 

you cringe?

You ever get an email, and once you see who it’s from, 
you say you yourself: “Argg, what does this pain in the 
ass want from me now?”

Years ago, I accepted any and all clients, customers, 
and vendors who opened up their wallets and said 
they would do business with me… yeah, I made some 
money – but it was also stressful and an enormous 
headache!

But I smartened up after a while, and eventually 
decided to make a concerted effort to only work with 
people I enjoyed spending time with.

…and that included talking a few willing clients out 
of buying from me because I knew neither they or 
myself would not be able to see eye to eye moving 
forward.

Now, would you believe I actually made more money 
by only choosing to work with people I liked? It’s true!

Having clients I enjoyed spending time with inspired 
me to provide more value, continue innovating, and do 
whatever it took to give them the greatest advantage 
possible.

Sure, a few slipped through the cracks, but for the 
most part – I had an outstanding relationship with my 
clients, and almost a decade later, will still take time 
to reconnect with them just to say “hello” and see how 
their families are doing.

People like doing business with genuine, authentic 
people. And by letting your personality shine 
through, you’re going to find a subset of people who 
love you… and others who are “displeased” with 
you… but trying to get everyone to love you is a 
recipe for disaster.

Hope this helps!

In your corner,

Charles E. Gaudet II 
Founder of PredictableProfits.com

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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If You Love This Too – 
Make No Apologies

By Charles E. Gaudet II
Charlie and his wife, Heather, have invested nearly 
$500,000 studying peak performance, and investing 
in personal development for creating a more fulfilled 
life of health, wealth, love, and happiness. He’s learned 
from some of the most notable people on earth, and each 
month, he will pick one lesson to share with you as a 
valued Insider.

I make no apologies for my love of money – it 
consumes my way of thinking. I’m always out the 
lookout for opportunities… and, yes, I’d bathe in it if 
I could.

Recently, my son has even gotten a taste for his love 
of money after seeing that his early entrepreneurial 
endeavors can now afford him the luxury of power. 
He now knows, at just 6 years old, that he has the 
power to walk into a toy store and purchase almost 
any toy of his liking - not because mom and dad are 
going to buy it for him, but because he earned the 
money himself.

My daughter, at just 3 years old, told me yesterday, 
“Daddy, I think I’m rich!” It brought a tear to my eye.

With the birth of my daughter Sabrina, this week 
I’ve been doing school drop-off. The whole time my 
son and daughter were brainstorming business ideas 
(the latest was that they wanted to buy a goat, milk 
it, and sell the milk… this is one business idea that 
may be tough get past mommy, but who knows?).

Many people on the outside of our family look at 
us like we are insane, crazy, and narcissistic  – let it 
be what it may – but they are missing one critical 
ingredient that encompasses all wealth:

You receive in exact proportion  
to the value you give.

For the folks shamefully duped into believing 
“money is the root of all evil,” consider when Dr. 
John DeMartini wrote in his book, How to Make One 
Hell of a Profit and Still Get to Heaven:

“Developing wealth is vital to the growth of individuals, 
companies, and entire nations or cultures. Nowhere in 

the history of the earth has there been great culture, great 
art, great music, great architecture, great inspirational 

creations, or great intelligent minds without their being 
associated with wealth. Poverty doesn’t lead to the 

highest expression of the human spirit, to the fulfillment 
of the vast potential within human beings. Without 

wealth, civilization stagnates.”

Whether you’re the next Mother Theresa, Dali 
Lama, or even Bill Gates… money opens the door 
for impact.

But loving money without an unwavering 
commitment to providing value is like expecting to 
get into the Major League sports teams without the 
discipline to practice.

When you deliver so much value… and help so many 
people… it’s almost as if the world conspires to help 
you continue delivering that value. People from all 
over will offer you money, create more opportunities 
for you, and be there to support you because of the 
positive difference you are making in their lives.

And you don’t have to operate a charity to do “good” 
– you just have to give people more of what they 
want to live a happier, more fulfilled life. Every 
business in every industry has this ability… it’s the 
core of why people buy.

People want:

•	 Speed and convenience

•	 Fun, adventure, and excitement

•	 Recognition, praise, and envy

•	 Prestige and popularity

•	 Confidence

•	 Security, protection, and reliability 

•	 Basic human needs (food/shelter)

•	 Ego (looking smarter, richer, better, faster)

•	 Comfort

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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•	 Hope, advancement, and improvement

•	 To be liked or loved/not to be unliked or 
unloved

•	 To look good/not to look bad

•	 No pain or loss

•	 Not to be embarrassed

•	 No Guilt

•	 Not to be overpowered by others

•	 To avoid criticism

•	 To be part of a community/to not be alone

•	 To feel healthy (why it’s important to be 
healthy)

•	 To feel beautiful (looking attractive to the 
opposite sex)

Give people more of what they want… providing 
more value in their lives… and you’ve just unlocked 
the gates to unlimited potential.

INSIDERS ARE PROUD 
TO SUPPORT:

Coming in the Next Issue…

· Discover a tool for creating 
interest, generating leads, 
building relationships, 
and driving sales that 
work for both B-to-B 
and B-to-C businesses. 
In fact, if you’re not doing 
this – you’re missing on an 
ENORMOUS opportunity 
inside of your business! 
(Charlie wanted to cover this 
topic in April, but he ran out 
of time (and room!) - so this 
will be our special feature 
in March. Wait until you 
see what he has in store for 
you!!).

· The world is changing at such 
a rapid pace – the things that 
were working a few years 
ago have stopped working 
today. Next issue, Charlie 
will cover another one of 
those trends that is critical 
for competing in today’s 
entrepreneurial marketplace! 
Ignore this message at your 
own peril!

· Plus more surprises you 
won’t want to miss!

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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           Member-Only Announcements
· 

•	 We’ve expanded the marketing calendar inside of 
the Members’ Area with even more (sometimes 
crazy!) occasions. In addition to the obvious 
“Mother’s Day,” there’s “Bike to Work Week,” 
“National Family Week,” “Cinco de Mayo,” -  
even “Batman Day!” 
 
May is giving you many “reason why” holidays 
for creating a number of different marketing 
campaigns – there’s always a reason to reach out 
to your customers!  
 
Good reasons beget good profits. 

Check out May’s calendar posted inside of the 
Insiders’ Club Members’ Area online. 

•	 Don’t forget to log into the Insiders’ Club 
Exclusive Members’ Area for more business 
growing tips and information! If you have 
not received your username and password, 
please email Charlie’s assistant Mike (mike@
predictableprofits.com), and he’ll get that out to 
you as quickly as possible. This is a WIP (work 
in progress), and we’ll constantly be adding more 
material to massively increase the value of your 
membership. 
 

Ways to Maximize Your 
Predictable Profits Experience

Pay-For-Performance Consulting:  
Application Only. Must have annual revenues 
in excess of $1,000,000. This is where 
Charlie will create, design, and take you 
by the hand to deploy these marketing 
strategies directly into your business - for a 
small retainer and a percentage of the profit 
he’s able to achieve for you.

Million Dollar Roundtable: Invitation 
Only. Must demonstrate proficiency in the 
Predictable Profits Methodology and have 
an annual income of $1,000,000 or more. 

Platinum Business Coaching: $1,000/hour. 
Receive an individualized, custom session 
dedicated to understanding and creating 
actionable strategies to grow your business 
and dominate your marketplace. 

Insiders’ Club V.I.P. Member Benefits:

- Monthly Insiders’ Club Newsletter

- Quarterly Group Mastermind Call

- VIP Discount on Future Products 
and Services

- Restricted Access Website

- Exclusive Members’ Only Blog

- PLUS MORE!

Where Entrepreneurs Come to Grow Their Business™
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All rights reserved. Reproduction of translation of any part of this work beyond that permitted by Section 
107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act without permission of the copyright owner is unlawful. 
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here. Your misuse of the trademarks displayed here, or any other content is prohibited. You are also advised that 
Managed Marketing, LLC will enforce its intellectual property rights to the extent of the law.
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